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A linear context-free language which is not acceptable by a finite probabilistic 
automaton is given, and it is shown that the family of stochastic languages i not 
closed under concatenation a d homomorphism. 
The fact that there exist context-free but not stochastic languages was 
prospected [see e.g. (Salomaa, 1969, p. 191)] but has not been proved. 
Recently Paz gave an example of a context-sensitive but not stochastic 
language over a one-symbol alphabet by an interesting idea. The same idea 
is useful to show that there are context-free but not stochastic languages. 
Let L be the set of words over an alphabet {a, b} of the form aibahb "." baJ,b 
(r = 1, 2,..) such that for some 1 ~ l ~ r, i = Jl -t- "'" @ j~ holds, where 
i, Jl ,..., Jr are nonnegative integers. Then L is context-free and furthermore 
linear context-free, since L is generated by a linear context-free grammar as 
follows: 
Let G = (V, Z, P, a) 1 be the context-free grammar such that 
V = {a, ~:, ~a, ~b, a, b}, Z' = {a, b}, 
and P consists of the following productions; 
--~ ~bb, ~ --~ ~v b, ~b --" a~aa, 
~a --~ a~,~a, ~ --~ ~b, ~ --~ b, ~ --~ b. 
Then L is also easily seen to be accepted by a deterministic pushdown 
automaton. [Many linear context-free languages accepted by a deterministic 
pushdown automaton are stochastic. See e.g., Nasu and Honda (1969).] 
1 See Ginsburg (1966). 
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Now let us show that L is not stochastic. Assume the contrary, then there 
exists a probabilistic event p and a cut-point h such that p(x) > h if and only 
if x ~L. There exists a set of numbers C = {c o , q ,..., c~ = 1} such that for 
any tape u 
c,p(a"u) + Cn_lp(a"-lu) ~- "" -~ Cop(u ) = 0 (1) 
and 
c, + .... + c o = 0 (2) 
Let ce,, c~ ,..., ck~ be all positive numbers in C where 
0~k l  <ks<""  <k~<n 
and let u be the word bahb ... bW~b such that for any 1 <~ s <~ l, 
j l  + . . .+ js=ks .  
Then p(a~u) > h if and only if i = k s for some 1 ~ s ~ l. Hence from (2) 
c,p(a"u) +""  + Cop(u ) = %(p(a"u) --  A) + "" + Co(P(u ) --  A) > 0 
which contradicts (1). Thus L is not a stochastic language. 
The above result is useful to prove that the family of stochastic languages 
is not closed under concatenation and homomorphism. 
Let L'  be the set of words over an alphabet {a, b, c} of the form 
#cahbahb ... bWr (r = i, 2,...) such that i =J l  + "'" + j r  holds, where 
i, j l  .... , j r  are nonnegative integers. Then the transpose of L1, L1 T, is a d.l. 
language s since it is generated by a d.l. grammar G 1 such that 
G 1 = ({~, ~:, a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, P1, ~), 
and P1 consists of the following productions: 
--~ c, a ---> aaa, a -+ b~, 
~--~- b~, ~-+ aaa, ~--~ c. 
Since a d.l. language is stochastic 3 and a transpose of a stochastic language is 
also stochastic, ~ L 1 is stochastic. Let L 2 be a regular set b(E k){a, b}* b), 
where E is the null word. Then L'  = L1L 2 (L 1 concatenated by L2) is a non- 
essential modification of L, that is, L' is the set of words such that the left 
2 See Definition 18 in Nasu and Honda (1969). 
Lemmas 11 and 14 in Nasu and Honda (1969). 
4 Theorem 6.1 in Nasu and Honda (1968). 
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most b of a word in L is changed to c. Hence/_,' is not stochastic. Since a 
regular set is stochastic, we have proved that the family of stochastic languages 
is not closed under concatenation. 
Let L" be the set of words over an alphabet {a, b, c, d} such that 
L" = Lld(e t.) {a, b}* b). 
It will be shown that L" is a stochastic language. Let L 1 be accepted by a 
finite probabilistic automaton 111 = ($1,  {Al(a), Al(b), Al(c)} , ~rl, ~/vl) with 
a cut point 0 < h < 1 and let Pl be a probabilistic event realized by 11[ I . 
Let L a = e U {a, b}* b be accepted by a finite automaton 
113 = <$3, {As(a), Aa(b)}, ~'a, ~/v3), 
then the characteristic function of the set L 3 , XL3, is the probabilistic event 
realized by 1I a . Now we will construct a finite probabilistic automaton 
11 = (S, {A(a), A(b), A(c), A(d)), ~r, ~/~} as follows: 
S is a set of 2n 1 -b na states where n 1 and n 3 are numbers of elements of 
$1 and S a respectively. We set square matrices order 2n 1 q- na, A(a), A(b), 
A(c) and A(d) such that 
A(a)=_  0 e.~ A(b)= e .  1 
0 0 A~(a) k 0 0 A b) 
Oo o) (i 1. I A(c)= E.~ o A(a)= e.1 
\ 0 E~ 3 0 3/ 
where Enl and E% are the unit matrices of order n 1 and n a respectively and 
Fnl is the square matrix of order n I such that 
(i 0-- F I /1  ~ " • 
O , . ,  
And we set ~r and ~F such that 
n 1 n 3 n 1 
= (~1, o ... o, 0 ... 0) (~F)~ = (o .~ . .  o, (~F C ,  (n'3)~). 5
We assume that ~r 3 = (1, 0 "'" 0) without loss of generality. 
T in this case designates a transpose of a matrix. 
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Let pe be the probabilistic event realized by 11 and R be the regular set 
{a, b, c}* d{a, b}*, then q = xRP~ is a probabilistic event. From the construc- 
tion of q and 1I it is seen that for a word x, q(x) > 0 only if x is of the form 
uav and that q(x) = ½(pl(u) q- XL,(V)). q(x) > ½(A q- 1) if and only if x eL", 
since ueL  1 if and only if p(u)>A,  veL  3 if Xzs(V )=1 and v~L 3 if 
XL3(V ) = 0, and 0 ~< p(u) ~< 1. Thus L" is a stochastic language. 
Now let us consider a homomorphism h such that h(a)= a, h (b )= b, 
h(c) = c and h(d) = b. Then h(L") = L'. Hence a homomorphic image of a 
stochastic language is not generally a stochastic language. 
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